
 

AFBRS Parameters Star Rating  

 

      0 star 

Unable to finish reading as the plot fails to engage the reader. 

 

     1/4 star 

Plot is random and disorganized but mildly engaging with disappointing ending. 

Plot 
    1/2 star 

Plot is ordinary but well-constructed with proper resolution of conflict and a satisfying 
ending. 

 
       3/4 star 

Plot is above average and well-constructed with unique resolution of conflict and a 
satisfying ending. 

 

     1 star 

Plot is unique and amazingly-constructed with creative development of conflict,  and a 
clever twist to conflict resolution that propels to an awesome ending. 

 

      0 star 

Characters are boring with no dimensions in their characterizations; poorly suited to the 
plot.  

 

     1/4 star 

Characters are interesting; poor character development but suitable to the plot. 

Characters and 
characterization     1/2 star 

Interesting characters with average character development that helps to propel the plot 
forward. 

 
       3/4 star 

Characters are interesting, likeable and multi-dimensional, with good character 
development that serves to enhance the plot.  

 

     1 star 

Characters are uniquely awesome, lovable, and multi-dimensional with great character 
development; you wish to have such characters in your own life for real.  

 

      0 star 

Mundane, monotonous language style that bores you to sleep. Unable to finish reading.  

 

     1/4 star 

Average language style; not able to engage with the story. Able to finish reading with 
difficulty.  

Language 
    1/2 star 

Average language style with some interesting description and dialogues. Moderately 
engaging.  

 
       3/4 star 

Good language style with enough versatility in dialogues to match the characters. 
Imagination is well-engaged by the description.  

 

     1 star 

Excellent language style with great versatility in dialogues to match different types of 
character. Events and emotions are excellently described; they fire your imagination.  

 

      0 star 

No usage of facts or real information used to strengthen the plot.  

 

     1/4 star 

Minimal facts and information are randomly given without any impact to the plot. 

Facts Weaved Into The Plot 
    1/2 star 

Facts and information are moderately interesting and relevant to the plot development. 

 
       3/4 star 

Facts and information are very interesting, well-researched and central to the plot 
development.  

 

     1 star 

Facts and information are unique, thoroughly-researched, and effortlessly applied to 
build the plot into an excellent story. 

 

      0 star 

Not enjoyable at all. 

 

     1/4 star 

Minimal enjoyment.  

Subjective Enjoyment 
    1/2 star 

Enjoyable enough to read to pass the time. But will not read it again.  

 
       3/4 star 

Entertaining. Deserve a place on my bookshelf. 

 

     1 star 

Excellent and engaging. Will not lend this book to anyone.  

TOTAL RATING   


